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COMPANY
Founded in 1963 thanks to the passion of Alessandro and Giancarlo Bontempi and currently led by the
second generation. A historical brand, an icon of Italian elegance and taste. At the beginning artisan
company, today a major player in the international design scene and a well-established reality in the
domestic and foreign markets. An evolution perceived in the awareness of its origins, willing to keep the
craftsmanship of its products, to promote a design inspired by the aesthetics of pleasure and good living.
A complete catalogue to furnish any type of environment, from living, to the sleeping area. Depth of
range on several levels, with a wide choice of models, sizes, compositional solutions, materials and
finishes, for a complete product customization.
Design items created with tailoring care to tell your own story, your own lifestyle. A fine selection of
products and finishes to create living spaces to live the unforgettable emotions of everyday.

NEWS 2022
LOUIS · Table
DESIGN ANDREA RADICE
Fixed or extendable table with lacquered steel structure and decorative details in different finishes.
Rectangular or barrel top available in oak veneer, oak solid wood, glossy lacquered glass or velvet matt
anti-scratch lacquered glass, SuperCeramic or SuperMarble.
DUKE · Table
DESIGN POCCI & DONDOLI
Fixed or extendable rectangular table, Fixed or extendable square table. Structure in lacquered
aluminum in different finishes with top in glossy lacquered glass or velvet matt anti-scratch lacquered
glass, SuperCeramic or SuperMarble.
LUCREZIA · Chair
DESIGN STEFANO GRASSI
Sedia con o senza braccioli con struttura in acciaio laccato disponibile nelle diverse finiture. Struttura
completa di piedini intercambiabili. Monoscocca imbottita e rivestita in cuoio pieno fiore.
GRACE · Chair
DESIGN POCCI&DONDOLI
Chair with steel frame in different finishes or completely upholstered, with interchangeable feet.
Available coverings, all those present on the Bontempi Casa price list.

ROCKET · Chair
DESIGN POCCI&DONDOLI
Stackable seating program in polypropylene and recyclable glass fibre. With and without armrests and in
the version with padded upholstery available in all the fabrics on the Bontempi Casa price list.
LADY · Armchair
DESIGN MARCO CORTI
Armchair with solid wood structure in Walnut, Spessart Oak and Charcoal Oak with details in lacquered
steel, padded and upholstered. Upholstery available in all fabrics on the Bontempi Casa price list
PUFFOSO · Chair, Bench
DESIGN BERNHARDT&VELLA/ R&D
Seating program consisting of chair and bench with steel structure, padded and upholstered. Upholstery
available in all fabrics on the Bontempi Casa price list.
AUDREY · Glass cabinet
DESIGN POCCI&DONDOLI
Showcase with aluminum structure composed of two hinged doors and 3 internal glass shelves. Top,
sides, doors and shelves in extra-clear, smoke and bronze transparent glass.
CHARLOTTE · Glass cabinet, Drawer
DESIGN SHANNON SADLER
New accessories, display cabinet and drawer cabinet that are added to the Charlotte bookcase. Display
cabinet with structure in oak veneered or lacquered wood with glass shelf and transparent glass doors.
Drawer cabinet with lacquered or oak veneered structure with metal hooks in different finishes to match
the bookcase structure.
LUXOR · Mirror
DESIGN POCCI&DONDOLI
Specchiera in due dimensioni diverse. Realizzata con due elementi di diverse finiture e dettaglio
decorativo a scelta nelle finiture disponibili.
PILL · Mirror
DESIGN STUDIO E-GGS
Mirror in two different sizes. Made with two elements of different finishes and decorative detail of your
choice in the finishes available.
PAGODA · Coffee Table
DESIGN YOSHINO TOSHIYUKI
Family of small tables in different sizes and shapes, square and rectangular. Structure in lacquered steel in
different finishes with upper top in transparent glass and lower top in glossy or matt glass, in
SuperMarble o in SuperCeramic.
KAROL · Coffee Table
DESIGN NICK RENNIE
Family of small tables of different shapes and sizes, square, rectangular or round. Structure in lacquered
steel in different finishes with top in transparent glass and veneered wood.

YANG · Coffee Table
DESIGN POCCI&DONDOLI
Family of small tables of different sizes with structure and decorative detail in lacquered steel and round
top in SuperMarble or wood veneer. Possibility to combine the Yang tray in lacquered steel.
CROSS · Coffee Table
DESIGN SHANNON SADLER
Families of small tables of different sizes and shapes, round and elliptical. Cross and Cross Light differ from
the intersection that draws the lacquered steel structure. Top available in transparent glass, glossy or matt
glass, SuperMarble or SuperCeramic.
H2O · Coffee Table
DESIGN STUDIO F+B DESIGN
Family of small tables in blown glass of different sizes and heights with base in M028 dark brass lacquered
steel. Available colors Fumé, Sky Blue and Amber.
COMET · Pendant lamp
DESIGN STUDIO F+B DESIGN
Family of suspension lamps with ceiling rose and structure in M028 dark brass lacquered steel in two
different sizes. Also available in the pendant version for double compositions to be combined with the
multiple ceiling rose. A dimmer kit can be added to the Comet lamp for single or double composition.
HONEY · Pendant lamp
DESIGN STUDIO F+B DESIGN
Family of suspension lamps with ceiling rose and structure natural brass M325 in borosilicate glass.
Available in version with ceiling rose or for cluster compositions combined with multiple ceiling rose
from 2 to 6 suspensions, to be ordered separately.
CIRCLE DA TAVOLO · Table lamp
DESIGN STUDIO F+B DESIGN
Circle table lamp that joins the Circle lamps collection in which the special Rose Gold finish is inserted.
The table lamp has a lacquered steel base and an antique brass structure or in special finishes. A
dimmable version is also available.
SFERATUS · Lamp
DESIGN STUDIO F+B DESIGN
Family of suspension lamps in partially mirrored borosilicate glass with 3 or 5 spheres. Also available in
floor lamp version with metal frame with 3 spheres in partially mirrored borosilicate glass

NEWS SOFA 2022
DENVER · Sofa
DESIGN CARLO BIMBI
Sofa completely removable and modular, with its modules can be created multiple compositions. It has 3
types of backrests to be combined with its decorative cushions and a decorative armrest completely
covered with a steel structure that hooks onto the seat of the sofa. The Denver sofa has visible metal feet
available in all special and non-special colors. Available coverings, all those present on the Bontempi Casa
Collection Sofas price list.

SOFAS COLLECTION 2022
ANTARES · Sofa & Armchair
DESIGN MARCO CORTI
Compact design and delicate stitchings contribute to the modern and elegant appeal of this sofa.
Slim arms and backrests embrace generous, padded shapes. The structure’s minimalist lines and high seats
are perfect for relax.
BONNIE · Sofa
DESIGN BERNHARDT&VELLA
Persuasive, sensual shapes with great personality. An elegance with a 70s design
able to embellish any environment adding value. A perfect structure and shape harmony.
Its decorative details consisting of stitchings in the seat, and the two front metal tubes, contribute to its
refinement and character.
DAKOTA · Sofa
DESIGN CARLO BIMBI
A furnishing system which, by combining the modularity of its elements with the specific
accessories, allow to meet design, comfort and functionality needs. The generous use of duck
feathers inside the cushions guarantees a high level of rest, giving to the environment a lively and
welcoming style.
SUNSET · Sofa
DESIGN CARLO BIMBI
Contemporary and perfect for any furniture style. Excellent comfort thanks to the wide seat and the back
cushions in goose down.
The seats with or without backrests give movement to the composition. The SUNSET sofa can be enriched
and customized with accessories such as decorative feet or armrest holder to create relax areas satisfying
taste and functionality needs.
ZENIT WALL / PLUS · Sofa
DESIGN ANDREA ARENA
A modular system splitted, with the same overall dimen-sions and modularity, on two different structural
lines. Zenit wall version is characterized by a monoblock seat, while the Zenit plus version has a seat
cushions resting on a padded base.
The different types of backrest and the variety of possible configurations, enriched by accessories such as
the bo-okcase or specific coffee tables, make Zenit a system with where is possible to find the most
disparate functional and stylistic needs. Completely removable cover in fabric, while back cushions only
when in leather.
KODI · Armchair
DESIGN ANDREA ARENA
Harmony, discretion, softness, hospitality.
There are endless references to describe this armchair designed by a line that follows itself gent-ly, without
ever stopping. Enveloping gentle like a hug, it is not a simple armchair but a microcosm of comfort that
welcomes and protects after an intense and long day.

COLLECTION 2021
BRIDGE · Table
DESIGN POCCI & DONDOLI
The timeless and iconic tresle base is the distinctive feature of Bridge table. Elegant, studied in detail,
Bridge table is great to be used as a dining table or as an executive desk.
DELTA · Table
DESIGN BERNHARDT & VELLA
Geometric shapes intersected by precious details give to Delta table a strong and refined character in any
environment.
CHANTAL · Chair
DESIGN R&D BONTEMPI
Chantal is a chair with a wide, enveloping seat and unique comfort. The five different types of base make it
perfect for any environment.
CHANTAL · Barstool
DESIGN R&D BONTEMPI
A proportion of shapes that delights your eyes and emphasizes its comfort as well as Chantal chair.
DADA · Chair
DESIGN POCCI & DONDOLI
Dada is our interpretation of shapes' seduction. A look back to '50s with a great current awareness. Soft
shapes outline the chair, enhancing its character. Available in two versions: with and without arms. This
chair is suitable to be covered in a wide range of finishes, that makes it an ultimate expression object.
DROP · Chair
DESIGN POCCI & DONDOLI
Folds on the back make it a masterpiece of tailor-making, you have a feel like a hug when you are sitting
on the Drop chair. The four options available for frame make Drop chair adaptable to any environment.
Absolute comfort in an indisputable design.
SHAPE · Chair
DESIGN R&D BONTEMPI
A timeless classic, the chair upholstered in hide leather with an airy look and strong character, capable of
fitting in any environment, from living room to office spaces. Available in two versions: Shape chair with or
without arms. The quality of shapes is enriched by quality of materials.
QUEEN · Chair
DESIGN POCCI&DONDOLI
A family of seats, rich of fashion. Queen chair and barstool are the perfect resume of an elegant project in
each detail. The wrinkles of seat and back are soft upholstered.
PENELOPE · Chair
DESIGN MARCO CORTI
Penelope has a unique and contemporary design. The button-shaped seat and back are upholstered and
covered, with contrast or matching piping. Available with or without arms, it's extremely customizable
thanks to the wide range of colour and fabrics combination.

MADISON SUPERIOR · Cocktail Cabinet
DESIGN STUDIO CONTROMANO
Two elegant doors in SuperMarble, glass or lacquered wood, enclose a refined mirrored interior,
illuminated by light with sensor. The Madison bar cabinet is also available in the Superior version, with
internal drawers, bottle rack and cup holder in Canaletto walnut. Madison is a design object that naturally
fits into a sophisticated and elegant living room.
CHARLOTTE · Bookcase
DESIGN SHANNON SADLER
Attention to details makes Charlotte a unique design piece, where you can show your most loved objects.
A modular book-shelving system that can be made fix to wall or to ceiling, modular shelves and storages
to allow the highest customization.
RAY · Coffee Table
DESIGN E-GGS STUDIO
Its shape is inspired by the concept of light spread by means of luminous rays and that is the final
outcome, reflected light releasing a spectacular play of light that makes a magic environment.
BLOW · Lamp
DESIGN F+B Studio Design
Pendant glass balls floating in the air, making spectacular lighting effects. Available in many combinations
to get your ideal light.
CIRCLE · Lamp
DESIGN F+B Studio Design
A metal arch melded into a concrete ball, a piece of art that combines the unique style of floor lamp with
the shape of a precious sculpture.
SPARK · Pendant Lamp
DESIGN F+B Studio Design
Single stems, cluster stems or as a single ceiling lamp with 6 or 9 transparent or smoke-grey balls. Glass is
the undisputed protagonist that lives by reflected life.
MOON · Outdoor table
DESIGN R&D BONTEMPI
A range of indoor and outdoor tables. Available in double height and in several sizes. Perfect for kitchen
use but even more for contract applications.

